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Abstract. — We introduce a criterion on the presentation of finitely presented pro-p
groups which allows us to compute their cohomology groups and infer quotients of mild
groups of cohomological dimension strictly larger than two. We interpret these groups as
Galois groups over p-rational fields with prescribed ramification and splitting.

Introduction

Presentations of (pro-p) groups via generators and relations have played an important
role in the development of group theory (see [21, Chapter 2] and [22]), and more generally
in the current theory of profinite groups and especially pro-p groups. These methods,
combined with cohomological results, are also used to detect Galois groups of p-extensions,
see for instance Koch [15], Mináč-Rogelstad-Tân [27] and [26], and Efrat-Quadrelli [7].

Shafarevich’s great idea and insight was to present important Galois pro-p groups via
generators and relations, and to search for a numerical criterium, depending on the pre-
sentation, for proving that some of these groups are infinite. In the work with Golod [9],
he succeeded to make this idea precise, using associated filtrations and graded algebras
techniques. Their numerical criterium was later refined to a famous Golod-Shafarevich
criterium: if a pro-p group admits d generators and r relations satisfying d2 ě 4r, then
it is infinite (see [5, Chapter IX]).

Around the same time, Lazard also inferred "l’Alternative des Gocha" (from the
names of Golod and Shafarevich, see [18, Appendice A.3, Théorème 3.11]) which charac-
terizes the topological structure of a pro-p group from the gradation of its group algebra.
In the early 21st century, Labute-Mináč [16] and [17], and Forré [8] used Anick’s tech-
niques [1] to define mild groups and infer FAB groups, i.e. groups such that every open
subgroup has finite abelianization, of cohomological dimension 2.
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In this paper, we construct quotients of mild groups of larger cohomological dimen-
sion by using and enriching previous techniques: presentations of pro-p groups, projective
resolutions, graded algebras, graph theory and Gröbner basis. From the "cutting tower"
strategy introduced by Hajir-Maire-Ramakrishna [11], we conclude this article with arith-
metical examples (see Theorem A below).

Arithmetic context. — Let p be a prime number and K be a p-rational number field.
The latter means that the Galois group GK , of the maximal pro-p extension of K un-
ramified outside p, is isomorphic to a finitely generated free pro-p group. By a conjecture
of Gras [10, Conjecture 8.11], if K is a fixed number field, then it is p-rational for every
prime p large enough.

Introduce T a finite set of finite primes of K. Denote by GT
K the Galois group of the

maximal pro-p extension of K unramified outside p and totally splitting in T . We infer
a free presentation GT

K “ GK{R, with R a normal closed subgroup of GK presented by
relations tliuiP|T |. From the "cutting tower" strategy (see [13, Part 2] or [11]) based on
the Chebotarev density Theorem, one can choose a set of primes T in K such that GT

K

has a mild presentation (see [8, Part 1]), so cohomological dimension 2. Mild groups play
an important role in the understanding of Galois extensions with prescribed ramification
and splitting (see [16], [17] and [31]).

Using the theory of Right Angled Artin Groups (RAAGs, see for instance [3], [34]
and [20, Part 2]), we can construct quotients of GK with prescribed cohomology. Let
us fix tx1, . . . , xdu a minimal set of generators of GK and an undirected graph Γ with
set of vertices rr1; dss. We define GpΓq as a quotient of GK by commutators rxi;xjs
whenever ti, ju is an edge of Γ. The dimension of the n-th cohomology group of GpΓq is
given by cnpΓq, the number of n-cliques of Γ: i.e. complete subgraphs of Γ with n vertices.

In this work, we investigate quotients of mild groups with large finite cohomological
dimension, using ideas introduced by RAAGs. Let G be a quotient of GK and set hnpGq
to be the dimension of HnpG;Fpq. We prove the following result:

Theorem A. — Let Γ :“ ΓA \ ΓB be a graph where ΓA is bipartite. Then, there exist
a totally imaginary field K and a set T of primes in K such that GT

K is presented by
relations lA :“ tlij; pi, jq P Au which, modulo the third Zassenhaus filtration of GK,
satisfy the equality lij ” rxi;xjs. In particular GT

K is mild.
Furthermore, there exists a quotient G of GT

K, such that for n ě 2, hnpGq “ cnpΓq.
Consequently the cohomological dimension of G is equal to maxp2;nΓB

q, with nΓB
the

clique number of ΓB.

The construction of GT
K is currently well-known, we use the "cutting tower strategy"

introduced by Hajir-Maire-Ramakrishna (see references [11] and [13, Part 2]). The crucial
part of Theorem A is the existence (and the construction) of the quotient G.

Cohomological results. — We first introduce our main objects of study.
Let us denote by G a finitely presented pro-p group with presentation G “ F {R,

where F is a free pro-p group with generators tx1, . . . , xdu, and R is a normal closed
subgroup of F generated by a finite family tl1, . . . , lru. We define EpGq as the completed
group algebra of G over Fp. This is an augmented algebra, and we denote by EnpGq
the n-th power of the augmentation ideal of EpGq. Introduce

EnpGq :“ EnpGq{En`1pGq, and E pGq :“
à

nPN
EnpGq.
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The graded algebra E pGq plays a fundamental role in this article, and more generally
in the understanding of filtrations (see [18, Chapitre II and Appendice A.3], [16], [25]
and [12]), topology (see [18, Alternative des Gocha, Théorème 3.11, Appendice A.3]) and
cohomology (see [16], [17], [24], [28]) of G. Note that HnpG;Fpq is a discrete Fp-vector
space, and denote by H‚pGq the graded algebra

À

nH
npG;Fpq with product given by

cup-product. We emphazise links between EpGq, E pGq and H‚pGq.
In [4], Brumer defined the functor Ext for compact modules, and showed that ([4,

Lemma 4.2] and [15, Part 3.9]) we have an isomorphism of graded algebra H‚pGq »
Ext‚EpGqpFp;Fpq, where the product is given by the cup-product. Furthermore, using
May spectral sequence (see [19, Theorem 5.1.12]), we obtain an identification of H‚pGq
and Ext‚E pGqpFp;Fpq when E pGq is Koszul, i.e. the trivial E pGq-module Fp admits a free-
E pGq resolution pP‚; δ‚q, where Pi is generated by elements of degree i (we refer to [30,
Chapter 2] for further references on Koszul algebra):

Proposition 1. — If E pGq is a Koszul algebra, then we have the following isomorphism
of graded algebras:

H‚
pGq » Ext‚E pGqpFp;Fpq,

where the product is given by the cup-product. The algebra H‚pGq is the quadratic dual
of E pGq.

Mináč-Pasini-Quadrelli-Tân already observed, in [28, Proof of Theorem 4.6], that
if G admits a mild presentation with quadratic relation, i.e. l Ă F2zF3, then E pGq is
Koszul. They also observed that if G is mild and H‚pGq is quadratic, then H‚pGq is
the quadratic dual of E pGq. As a direct consequence of Proposition 1, we complete
[28, Theorem 1.3]: if the group G admits a mild presentation with quadratic relations,
then H‚pGq is the quadratic dual of the Koszul algebra E pGq. For more details on
quadratic duals, we refer to [30, Part 1.2].

Computation of graded algebras. — Currently, the algebra E pGq is only known
when G is free, or mild, or in a few other specific cases (see [16], [17] and [25]). We give a
criterion on the presentation of G which allows us to compute E pGq. As a consequence, we
obtain the cohomology groups of a pro-p group G (which will be here a quotient of a mild
group) directly from its presentation. We are mostly inspired by the theory of RAAGs
(see for instance [3] and [34]) and the work of Koch [14] and Forré [8, Theorem 3.7]. Let
us now explain the strategy we adopt in this article to construct situations where E pGq
is Koszul.

The Magnus isomorphism from [18, Chapitre II, Partie 3] gives us a surjection, that
we denote by φ, between EpGq (resp. E pGq) and the Fp-algebra of noncommutative series
(resp. polynomials) over a set of variables X :“ tX1, . . . , Xdu, that we denote by E (resp.
E ). In particular E pGq is a quotient of E , and we denote by I its kernel. It is in general
difficult to explicitly compute the ideal I .

From the Magnus isomorphism, we write wi :“ φpli ´ 1q as a sum of homogeneous
polynomials in E. A priori, every homogeneous polynomial in wi plays a role in the
computation of the ideal I . Labute [16] and Forré [8], following ideas of Anick [1], gave
a criterion (mild presentation) on the presentation of G such that the ideal I is generated
only by the dominant term of wi. However, this criterion restricts the cohomological
dimension of G to less than or equal to two. In this paper, we give another criterion,
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ensuring that I is also generated by dominant terms of wi and in addition to the mild
case, we infer situations where the cohomological dimension is strictly larger than two.

Let Γ :“ pN,Eq be a graph with set of vertices N :“ rr1; dss and set of edges E. We
introduce a set lE :“ tlijuti,juPE of relations in F , and we state the following condition on
the graph Γ and the family lE:

(1)

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

‚The graph Γ can be written as a disjoint union of two components
that we call ΓA and ΓB, with sets of edges A and B.

‚The graph ΓA is bipartite, and
wij :“ φplij ´ 1q ” rXi;Xjs pmod E3q, for ti, ju P A.
‚We have luv :“ rxu;xvs, for tu, vu P B.

Let us call I pΓq the ideal in E generated by the family trXi;Xjsuti,juPE, the dominant
terms of lE when it satisfies the Condition (1), and call E pΓq the graded algebra E pΓq :“
E {I pΓq. We use ideas from Forré [8], Wade [34], Labute-Mináč [16] and [17], Mináč-
Pasini-Quadrelli-Tân [24] and [28], Anick [2] and Ufnarovskij [33] to show that if G
admits a presentation satisfying the Condition (1), we have I “ I pΓq. Then we infer:

Theorem B. — Assume that G is a finitely generated pro-p group presented by rela-
tions lE satisfying the Condition (1), then E pGq “ E pΓq.

When E pGq » E pΓq, we say that E pGq is a Right Angled Artin Algebra (RAAAs).
RAAAs play a fundamental role in geometric group theory (see for instance [3]). In
particular, since E pΓq is Koszul (see [3, Part 4])

Ext‚E pΓqpFp;Fpq » A pΓq,

where A pΓq :“ E {I !pΓq, with I !pΓq the two sided ideal of E generated by the family
– XiXj when ti, ju R E,
– X2

u for u P rr1; dss,
– XuXv `XvXu for u, v in rr1; dss.

Observe that dimFp AnpΓq “ cnpΓq, where cnpΓq is the number of n-cliques of Γ, i.e.
complete subgraphs of Γ with n vertices. Since E pΓq is a Koszul algebra, we can apply
Proposition 1 and we infer that

H‚
pGq » A pΓq, and hnpGq :“ dimFp H

n
pGq “ cnpΓq.

Outline. — We begin with Part 1, where we give some backgrounds on Right Angled
Artin Algebras (that we denote RAAA). Then we prove Theorem B in Part 2. We
finish by Part 3, where we first prove Proposition 1, then we compute the algebras E pGq
and H‚pGq when G is free, mild quadratic and pro-p RAAG. We conclude Part 3 with
the proof of Theorem A, which follows from Theorem B and Proposition 1.

Notation. — We introduce here some general notations:
‚ We recall that G is a finitely presented pro-p groups with generators tx1; . . . ;xdu

and relations tl1; . . . ; lru.
‚ If x, y are elements in G (or in F ), we denote by rx, ys :“ x´1y´1xy.
‚ We define HnpG;Fpq the n-th (continuous) cohomology group of the trivial (con-

tinuous) G-module Fp. The cohomological dimension of G is the integer n (which can be
infinite) such that for every m ą n we have HmpG;Fpq “ 0.
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‚ The Magnus isomorphism from [18, Chapitre II, Partie 3] gives us the follow-
ing identification of Fp-algebras between EpF q and the noncommutative series over Fp
on tX1; . . . ;Xdu that we call E:

(2) φ : EpF q » E; xj ÞÑ Xj ` 1.

The algebra E is filtered by tEnunPN, the n-th power of the augmentation ideal, and we
denote by Fn :“ tf P F ;φpf ´ 1q P Enu the Zassenhaus filtration of F .

‚ Denote by I the closed two-sided ideal in E generated by wi :“ φpli ´ 1q, this is
an algebra with a filtration given by tIn :“ I X EnunPN. From the Magnus isomorphism
(2), we identify the filtered algebra EpGq with the quotient algebra E{I: this is a filtered
algebra and we denote its filtration by tEnpGqunPN. Let us define:

EnpGq :“ EnpGq{En`1pGq, and E pGq :“
à

n

EnpGq.

‚We introduce the functor Grad (see for instance [18, Chapitre I]) from the category
of compact Fp-vector spaces (or compact EpGq-modules) to graded Fp-vector spaces (or
graded E pGq-modules). This is an exact functor. For instance, if we denote by E the
noncommutative polynomials over Fp on tX1; . . . ;Xdu, and En :“ En{En`1, we have

GradpEq :“
à

nPN
En “ E .

‚ Let us define I :“ GradpIq “
À

n In{In`1. Observe by [18, p2.3.8.2q, Chapitre I]
that the functor Grad is exact, so from the Magnus isomorphism, we can identify E pGq
with the graded algebra GradpEpGqq » E {I , and we denote its gradation by tEnpGqunPN.
We define the gocha series of G by:

gochapG, tq :“
8
ÿ

n“0

cnt
n, where cn :“ dimFp EnpGq

‚ An Fp-basis on E and E is given by monomials on the set of variables X :“
tX1; . . . ;Xdu. The orderX1 ą X2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Xd induces a lexicographic order on monomials
on X, that we denote by ą. We say that a monomial X contains a monomial Y if there
exist monomials M and N such that X “MYN .
Recall that we write commutators of Xi and Xj (in E or E ) as:

rXi;Xjs :“ XiXj ´XjXi for ti, ju P E.

‚ If z is an element in E, we denote by degpzq the integer such that z P

EdegpzqzEdegpzq`1. Then we define z the image of z in Edegpzq{Edegpzq`1, this is a ho-
mogeneous polynomial, and we denote its degree by degpzq. We call pz the leading
monomial of z. For instance {rXi;Xjs “ XiXj.

‚ We say that G has a mild presentation if:

gochapG, tq “
1

1´ dt`
řr
i“1 t

degpwiq
.

The group G has a quadratic presentation if for every integer i, degpwiq “ 2.
‚ We say that the algebra E pGq is Koszul, if the trivial E pGq-module Fp admits a

linear resolution pP, δq, i.e. Pi is a free-E pGq-module generated by elements of degree i
(see for instance [30, Chapter 2]).
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1. Preliminaries on Right Angled Artin Algebras (RAAA)

Recall that we denote by Γ :“ pN,Eq an undirected graph, where N :“ rr1; . . . dss.
For every integer n, we denote by cnpΓq the number of n-cliques of Γ. Let I pΓq (resp.
IpΓq) be the closed two sided ideal of E (resp. E) generated by the family trXi;Xjsuti,juPE
and E pΓq :“ E {I pΓq (resp. EpΓq :“ E{IpΓq).

We take the following orientation on Γ, that we call standard : if pi, jq P E then i ă j.
For more references on RAAAs, let us quote [3].

1.1. Introductory results on graphs. — Let us begin with few results on graphs. I
am thankful to Chris Hall for the following Lemma. We refer to [6, Chapters 1 and 5]
for a general introduction on graph theory.

Lemma 1.1. — The undirected graph Γ is bipartite if and only if there exists an orien-
tation on Γ such that the tail of an edge of Γ is not the head of another one.

Proof. — The undirected graph Γ is bipartite if and only if it is 2-colored (let us call
these colors black and white). For instance, we can direct edges from white vertices to
black vertices.
Conversely, we can give a 2-coloring on a graph Γ where the tail of an edge is not the
head of another one. We endow heads of edges with white color and tails of edges with
black color.

Remark 1.2 (Bipartite graphs, orientation and combinatorially free families)
Up to relabelling vertices, we assume that bipartite graphs satisfy the property

given in Lemma 1.1 for the standard orientation. Equivalently, if Γ is bipartite, then
the family tXiXjupi,jqPE is combinatorially free in E (recall that we took the order on
monomials induced by X1 ą X2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Xd), i.e. for every different cuples pi1, j1q
and pi2, j2q in E, we have j1 ‰ i2.

From now, we denote by ti, ju edges from the undirected graph Γ and pi, jq edges of
the graph Γ endowed with its standard orientation. Of course, we only discuss cliques of
the undirected graph Γ. Let us give an example:

Example 1.3. — Consider Γ the graph with three vertices t1; 2; 3u and two edges tt1, 2u; t1, 3uu.
The graph Γ is bipartite and we have the following representation:

3

1 2

, or with standard orientation:
3

1 2

.

1.2. Gradation and RAAAs. — Let us begin with some introductory results on the
functor Grad (for more references, see [18, Chapitre I]). We first show that the func-
tor Grad sends homogeneous ideals (i.e. ideals generated by homogeneous polynomials)
in E to homogenous ideals in E .

Observe that EpΓq is an augmented algebra, so filtered by powers of the augmenta-
tion ideal.

Lemma 1.4 (Gradation of EpΓq). — We have GradpEpΓqq “ E pΓq.
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Proof. — We just need to show that GradpIpΓqq “ I pΓq. We always have I pΓq ãÑ

GradpIpΓqq. Let us show the reverse inclusion.
Take z P IpΓq, and write z :“

ř

ijul aijulrXi;Xjsbiju, where a, b P E. Let us express z
as a (possibly infinite) sum of homogeneous polynomials:

aijul :“
ÿ

gPN
gaijul, and biju :“

ÿ

hPN
hbiju,

where gaijul and hbiju are homogeneous polynomials of degree g and h. Therefore, we
have the following (possibly infinite) sum of homogeneous polynomials:

z “
ÿ

nPN

ÿ

ijul

ÿ

g`h`2“n

pgaijulqrXi;Xjsphbijuq.

So, if degpzq “ n, we infer:

z “
ÿ

ijul

ÿ

g`h`2“n

pgaijulqrXi;Xjsphbijuq P I pΓq.

Therefore GradpIpΓqq “ I pΓq is a homogeneous ideal.

Remark 1.5. — Lemma 1.4 is still true if we take I a two-sided ideal in E generated by
homogeneous elements wu (which can be seen both in E and E ). More precisely, GradpIq
will also be generated by wu as a two-sided ideal in E .

Recall, from the Condition (1), that we defined wuv :“ φprxu;xvs ´ 1q in E. We
compute here the homogeneous polynomials occurring in the expression of wuv.

Lemma 1.6. — We have the following equality:

wuv “

˜

ÿ

nPN

p´1qn
n
ÿ

k“0

Pn,kpXu;Xvq

¸

rXu;Xvs, where Pn,kpXu;Xvq “ Xk
uX

n´k
v .

Proof. — For every integer n, we introduce the homogeneous polynomial of de-
gree n: PnpXu;Xvq :“ p´1qn

řn
k“0 Pn,kpXu;Xvq P En. Let us observe that Pn satisfies the

following equalities:

(˚)
PnpXu;Xvq “ Xn

u ` Pn´1pXu;XvqXv “ Xn
v ` Pn´1pXu;XvqXu

“ Xn
u `X

n
v ` Pn´2pXu;XvqXuXv.

Now, let us compute wuv. For this purpose, we introduce the series Z :“
ř8

n“1p´1qnPnpXu;Xvq, and we infer:

(˚˚)
wuv “ p1`Xuq

´1
p1`Xvq

´1
p1`Xuqp1`Xvq ´ 1

“ p1` Zqp1`Xu `Xv `XuXvq ´ 1.

“ Xu `Xv `XuXv ` Z ` ZpXu `Xvq ` ZXuXv.

Let us denote by wuv,n the term (homogeneous polynomial) of degree n in wuv, i.e.
wuv :“

ř8

n“1wuv,n. Observe that:

wuv,1 “ 0, and wuv,2 “ rXu;Xvs.

For n ě 3, we obtain from (˚˚):

wuv,n “ p´1qn rPnpXu;Xvq ´ Pn´1pXu;XvqpXu `Xvq ` Pn´2pXu;XvqXuXvs .

We conclude by applying relations given in (˚).
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Proposition 1.7. — Denote by ∆ the ideal in E generated by twuv :“ φprxu;xvs ´
1q; pu, vq P Eu. Then ∆ “ IpΓq and Gradp∆q “ I pΓq.

Proof. — From Lemma 1.6, we notice that ∆ Ă IpΓq. Furthermore, I pΓq Ă Gradp∆q
and from Lemma 1.4 we infer that Gradp∆q “ I pΓq. Consequently, Gradp∆q “
GradpIpΓqq “ I pΓq. By [18, Corollaire p2.3.15q, Chapitre I] we conclude that ∆ “

IpΓq.

2. Proof of Theorem B

The goal of this part is to compute E pGq, when G is presented by a family of
relations lE coming from a graph Γ, endowed with standard orientation (see Remark 1.1),
satisfying the Condition (1).

Theorem 2.1. — Assume that G admits a presentation with relation lAYB satisfy-
ing (1). Then E pGq “ E pΓq.

We show that I “ I pΓq. We split the proof into several steps. Using the proof
of [8, Theorem 3.7] we give Equalities (B1) and (B2) in subpart 2.1. This allows us to
express elements in I modulo En`1 for every integer n. The rest of the proof is done by
contradiction.

In subpart 2.2, we infer Equalities (B3) and (B4) from monomial analysis (Gröb-
ner basis, see [33]) and the fact that xwA :“ tXiXjupi,jqPA is combinatorially free. In
subpart 2.3, we show Equality (B5) from luv :“ rxu;xvs, Lemma 1.6 and Gröbner basis
arguments. We finish the proof with subpart 2.4, where we conclude that the contribu-
tions given by the homogeneous polynomials in the expressions of wij and wuv, for the
computation of I , only come from the dominant terms. So we conclude I “ I pΓq.

Recall that xwA :“ tXiXjupi,jqPA and xwB :“ tXuXvupu,vqPB. We introduce IA and IB

the ideals in E generated by wA :“ trXi;Xjsupi,jqPA and wB :“ trXu;Xvsupu,vqPB. We
denote by {I pΓq (resp. yIA, xIB) the leading terms of a fixed Gröbner basis of I pΓq

(resp. IA, IB), i.e. {I pΓq is a set of generators of the ideal generated by the leading
monomials of elements of I pΓq. By Remark 1.2, we can take yIA :“ xwA, furthermore
since IA `IB “ I pΓq, we choose {I pΓq, yIA and xIB such that:

(B0) xwA Y xwB Ă
yIA Y

xIB Ă
{I pΓq, and yIA :“ tXiXjupi,jqPA, xwB Ă

xIB.

2.1. Decomposition. — If A is a subset of E, we recall that we have

GradpAq :“
à

n

rpAX En ` En`1q{En`1s.

Furthermore, GradpAq is a subset of E .
Observe that I pΓq Ă I . By [33, Theorems, Parts 2.3 and 2.4], the ideal I pΓq

admits a complementary subspace CΓ with a monomial basis given by monomials not
containing {I pΓq. By Equation (B0), these monomials do not contain xwA Y xwB.

Furthermore, we denote the gradation on CΓ by CΓ :“
À

n CΓ,n. Let us define by Cn

a complementary subspace of In X CΓ,n in CΓ,n, i.e. CΓ,n “ Cn

À

pIn X CΓ,nq.
Introduce C :“

À

n Cn, this is a complementary subspace of I in E , and every ele-
ment c P Cn can be uniquely written as c “

ř

i ci, where ci is a monomial of degree n
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in CΓ,n. Denote by C :“
ś

n Cn and CΓ :“
ś

n CΓ,n, these are filtered subsets of E.
By [18, Chapitre I, p2.3.7q], we have GradpCq “ C .

In the beginning of the proof (first two pages) of [8, Theorem 3.7], Forré showed
that C is a complementary subspace of I in E, and for every integer n, we have the
following decomposition:

(B1) I “ CWE ` In`1,

where W is the Fp-vector space generated by wij :“ φplij ´ 1q, for pi, jq in AYB.
Our goal is to show that I “ I pΓq. Take f P I of degree n, we need to prove that f

(which describes a general element in I ) is in I pΓq. Using Equality (B1), we can write:

f :“
ÿ

pi,jqPA

nij
ÿ

k“1

nijk
ÿ

l“1

sijkl `
ÿ

pu,vqPB

nuv
ÿ

o“1

nuvo
ÿ

q“1

suvoq ` rn`1, where

sijkl “ cijklwijXijk, suvoq “ cuvoqwuvXuvo, and rn`1 P I
n`1;

for c‚ in C and X‚ a monomial in E.
Therefore,

(B2) f ”
ÿ

degďn

sijkl `
ÿ

degďn

suvoq pmod En`1q.

Then, without loss of generalities, we can write as a sum of monomials of degree less
or equal than n in CΓ: cijkl :“

řnijkl

g“1 cijklg, and cuvoq :“
řnuvoq

h“1 cuvoqh.
From now, we simplify the notations on indices by denoting cijkl and cuvoq as monomials
in CΓ. Recall by Lemma 1.6 that we have the following sum of homogeneous polynomials:

wuv :“
8
ÿ

r“2

r
ÿ

z“0

wuvrz, with wuvrz :“ Pr´2,zpXu;XvqrXu;Xvs,

where wuvrz is of degree r.
A natural candidate for f would be

ř

degďn cijklrXi;XjsXijk`
ř

degďn cuvoqrXu;XvsXuvo.
However, the terms in the previous sums can be of degree strictly less than n. We then
work on degree arguments. Especially, we shall study particular leading monomials and
so we shall choose special indices, that we will denote by bold letters.

2.2. Monomial analysis. — Similarly to the proof of [8, Theorem 3.7], we introduce
mA :“ infijkl,pi,jqPApdegpsijklqq. The goal of the rest of the proof is to show that mA “ n,
then we conclude that this equality allows us to show that f is in I pΓq. We argue by
contradiction to show that mA “ n. Assume that mA ă n, then from Equality (B2), we
infer:

ÿ

deg“mA

cijklrXi;XjsXijk `
ÿ

deg“mA

cuvoqwuvrzXuvo “ 0.

Furthermore, by definition ofmA, we can assume for every pi, jq inA and k that
ř

l cijkl ‰
0. Define µA and µB by

µA :“
ÿ

deg“mA

cijklrXi;XjsXijk, and µB :“
ÿ

deg“mA

cuvoqwuvrzXuvo.

Before studying the polynomials µA and µB, we bring back some results on strongly
and combinatorially free families from [8]. Recall that IA is the ideal of E generated
by wA :“ trXi;Xjsupi,jqPA, and denote by JA the ideal of E generated by xwA. Since xwA
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is combinatorially free, we infer that xwA is a Gröbner basis of IA, and by [8, Theo-
rem 2.6] the family wA is strongly free, i.e. if we denote by Eě1 the augmentation ideal
of E , the E {IA-module IA{IAEě1 is free over wA. Moreover, by [8, Theorem 2.3], the
family xwA is a basis of the free E {JA-module JA{JAEě1.

Let us define CA the subspace of E generated by all monomials not containing xwA.
By [33, Theorems Parts 2.3 and 2.4], we notice that the Fp-vector space CA is both a
complementary subspace of IA and JA. From that fact, we can apply the strategy used
in [8, Theorem 3.7, beginning of the page 181].

If µB “ 0, then µA “ 0. The proof of [8, Theorem 3.7, beginning page 181] shows
that this case is impossible, since trXi;Xjsupi,jqPA is strongly free and cijkl does not contain
monomials in xwA so is in CA. Consequently, µB and µA are both different from zero.
This implies that

(B3) xµA “ xµB ‰ 0

We study now the structure of the monomials xµA and xµB.
From Remark 1.1, the family yIA is combinatorially free, then it is strongly free (see [8,
Theorem 2.3]). Using a similar argument as [8, Beginning of page 181], we infer that xµA “

cijklXiXjXijk for some fixed coefficients pi, jq P A and k, l. Indeed if the previous equality
does not hold, there exists a relation of the form:

ÿ

ijkl

cijklXiXjXijk “ 0.

Since tX1; . . . ;Xdu is a E -linearly independant family, we can assume that at least one
monomial Xijk has valuation zero (so is in Fp), then we obtain a relation:

ÿ

cijklXiXjXijk ” 0 pmod JAEě1q.

Since pwA is strongly free, we infer that
ř

l cijkl is in CA XJA “ t0u. This is a contra-
diction. Consequently, we can write:

(B4) xµA :“MAXiXjXA

where MA :“ cijkl and XA :“ Xijk. Observe that MA is a monomial in CΓ, so from (B0),
the monomial MA does not contain monomials in xwA Y xwB.

Recall, from hypothesis, that mA ă n :“ degpfq. Let us show that xµB has the
following form:

(B5) xµB :“MBXuXvXB

for some fixed pu,vq in B, some monomial XB and some monomial MB not containing
submonomials in xwAYxwB. From Lemma 1.6, xµB has one of the following forms, for some
fixed index pu,vq P B:

paq xµB “ cuvoqPr´2,zpXu, XvqXuXvXuvoq, or pbq xµB “ cuvoqPr´2,zpXu, XvqXvXuXuvo.

The monomial Pr´2,zpXu, Xvq contains a monomial of the form XuXv with pu, vq P B
if and only if 0 ă z ă r´ 2. Observe that xµB has one of the following from:
piq the case paq,
piiq the case pbq with 0 ă z ď r´ 2,
piiiq the case pbq with 0 “ z, but cuvoq :“ XXu where X is a monomial and pu,vq P B,
pivq the case pbq with 0 “ z, and cuvoq does not finish by Xu such that pu,vq P B.
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For the case piq ´ piiiq, we always infer a monomial MB not containg a submonomial
in xwAY xwB such that pµB “MBXuXvXB, so a positive solution to Equation (B5). In the
next subpart, we show that the case pivq is impossible, which allows us to infer (B5).

2.3. Structure of xµB.— To conclude, under the hypothesis mA ă n, we show that the
case pivq is impossible. By contradiction, we assume that

xµB “ cuvoqX
r´2
v XvXuXuvo, for some integer r, and

c :“ cuvoqX
r´2
v does not contain a monomial in xwA Y xwB.

By Equalities (B4) and (B3), we infer:

xµB “ cXvXuXuvo “ cijklXiXjXijk.

Since cXvXu does not contain a monomial in xwA, we infer that there exists a mono-
mial X 1

uvo include in cijkl such that

Xuvo “ X 1
uvoXiXjXijk.

Consider the following restricted sum µ1B of µB where every polynomial of degree mA

finishes by XiXjXijk, and i, j,k is fixed from (B4) (here XiXjXijk is the end of xµA):

µ1B “
ÿ

deg“mA

ÿ

pu,vqPB

ÿ

o,q,r,z

ÿ

Xuvo“X 1uvoXiXjXijk

cuvoqwuvrzXuvo,

This sum is not empty, every term in that sum finishes by XiXjXijk, and that sum is
in IB: the two-sided ideal of E generated by wB. Observe that xµB “

xµ1B.
Define µ2B by µ1B :“ µ2BpXiXjXijkq. Notice that µ2B is in IB. Therefore µ2B contains

a monomial in xIB. Furthermore, by definition

xµB “
xµ1B “

xµ2BXiXjXijk “ cijklXiXjXijk,

consequently xµ2B “ cijkl is in CΓ and therefore by (B0) does not contain monomials in xIB.
This is impossible. We studied all cases, so we conclude that xµB satisfies Equality (B5).

2.4. Conclusion. — Let us first show that mA “ n. If mA ă n, then from Equalities
(B3), (B4) and (B5), we have:

MAXiXjXA “MBXuXvXB.

Therefore, MA “MB. This is impossible since Xi ‰ Xu. We conclude that mA “ n.
Let us now finish our proof, by showing that f is in I pΓq. Using Equality (B2), we

have modulo En`1:

f “
ÿ

deg“n,ijkl,pi,jqPA

sijkl `
ÿ

degďn,uvoq,pu,vqPB

suvoq.

Since f and
ř

deg“n sijkl are both of degree n, then
ř

degďn suvoq is at least of degree n,
and by Lemma 1.4 we have

ř

degďn suvoq P I pΓq. Consequently modulo En`1, we infer:

f ”
ÿ

deg“n

sijkl `
ÿ

degďn

suvoq “
ÿ

deg“n

sijkl `
ÿ

degďn

suvoq

”
ÿ

deg“n

cijklrXi;XjsXijkl `
ÿ

degďn

suvoq.
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Thus f P InpΓq, so I pΓq “ I .

Remark 2.2. — In the proof of Theorem B, we constructed a filtered Fp-vector space CΓ,
and we showed that if I “ I pΓq, then EpGq is isomorphic to CΓ as a filtered Fp-
vector space. In fact, we can define an algebra structure on CΓ using the natural sur-
jection φ : E Ñ EpGq induced by the Magnus isomorphism and show that CΓ is indeed
isomorphic (as a filtered algebra) to EpGq.

Remark 2.3 (Gocha series and filtrations for groups satisfying the Condi-
tion (1))

We assume that G admits a presentation which satisfies the Condition (1). The
gocha series of G is given by:

gochapG, tq “
1

řn
k“0p´1qkckpΓqtk

, and hnpGq “ cnpΓq, for every integer n.

Let us denote by an :“ dimFp Gn{Gn`1. Then using [25, Theorem 2.9], we can
explicitly compute coefficients an for every integer n. See also [13] for an equivariant
study.

2.5. Example. — Let us give an example:
We define Γ a graph with 6 vertices and five edges given by E :“ A\B, where A :“

tp1, 2q; p1, 3qu and B :“ tp4, 5q; p4, 6q; p5, 6qu. A representation of Γ is given by:
3 6

1 2 4 5
Take G a pro-p group defined by six generators and five relations of the form lAYB

given by:

l12 ” 1` rX1;X2s pmod E3q, and l13 ” 1` rX1;X3s pmod E3q,

l45 :“ rx4;x5s, l46 :“ rx4;x6s, and l56 :“ rx5;x6s.

Observe that Γ and the relations lE satisfy the Condition (1). Therefore, by Theorem B,
the algebra E pGq is given by E pΓq :“ E {I pΓq, where

I pΓq :“ xrX1;X2s, rX1;X3s, rX4;X5s, rX4;X6s, rX5;X6sy.

Furthermore, thanks to Proposition 1, that we prove in Part 3, we have:

h1
pGq “ c1pΓq “ 6, h2

pGq “ c2pΓq “ 5, h3
pGq “ c3pΓq “ 1, else hnpGq “ cnpΓq “ 0.

Consequently G has cohomological dimension 3.

3. Applications to pro-p groups with quadratic presentation

In this part, we begin to prove Proposition 1, then we illustrate it with some examples.
We say that G has a quadratic presentation if it is presented by a family of quadratic
relations l :“ tliu (i.e. li is in F2zF3).
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3.1. Proof of Proposition 1. — I am thankful to Thomas Weigel for the following
argument. We also refer to [19] for further details.

Let us denote by ∆‚pGq the graded algebra indexed by negative integers: ∆‚pGq :“
À

i ∆ipGq where ∆ipGq :“ E´ipGq. Following notations from Theorem [32, Theo-
rem 5.1.12.p2q] and its proof, if the algebra E pGq is Koszul then Ext‚,‚∆‚pGq

is the quadratic
dual of E pGq generated by X1, . . . , Xd where every Xi is endowed with bidegree p´1, 2q.
In particular, Exts,t∆‚pGq

‰ 0 only if t “ ´2s.
From Theorem [32, Theorem 5.1.12.p2q], we infer a spectral sequence pE‚,‚r ; drq and a

filtration F ‚ on H‚pGq such that:
‚ E‚,‚1 “ Ext‚,‚∆‚pGq

pFp,Fpq,
‚ Es,t

8 “ F sHs`tpGq{F s`1Hs`tpGq.
In particular, we have d1 “ 0, so we infer an isomorphism of graded algebras E‚,‚1 »

E‚,‚8 . The filtration F ‚ on H‚pGq is decreasing and from the convergence of the spectral
sequence, we obtain:

¨ ¨ ¨ Ą F´pn`1qHn
pGq “ Hn

pGq Ą F´nHn
pGq “ Hn

pGq Ą F´pn´1qHn
pGq “ 0 . . .

Consequently, we infer the following isomorphism of graded algebras:

H‚
pG;Fpq » Ext‚E pGqpFp;Fpq.

Remark 3.1. — We propose an alternative proof, using Serre’s Lemma [18, Par-
tie 5, Lemme 2.1], of the fact that we have an isomorphism of graded vetor spaces
between H‚pG;Fpq and Ext‚E pGqpFp;Fpq.

Let P :“ pPi, δiq be a Koszul resolution of Fp, then there exists a EpGq-free res-
olution P :“ pPi, diq of Fp such that GradpP q :“ pGradpPiq,Gradpdiqq “ P, i.e. for
every i, GradpPiq “ Pi and Gradpdiq “ δi. Moreover, there exits a family pi,j in Pi such
that

Pi :“
ź

j

pi,jEpGq and Pi :“
ź

j

pi,jE pGq.

Since Pi (resp. Pi) is a free compact EpGq-module (resp. graded E pGq-module), we infer
two isomorphisms of discrete Fp-vector spaces:

HomEpGqpPi;Fpq »
à

j

p˚ijFp, and HomE pGqpPi;Fpq »
à

j

pij
˚Fp,

where p˚ij (resp. pij˚) is the function which maps
ř

l pilel P Pi with el P EpGq (resp.
ř

l pilfl P Pi, with fl P E pGq) to εpejq (resp. εpfjq), for ε the augmentation map of EpGq
(or E pGq).

Define by gr : HomEpGqpPi;Fpq Ñ HomE pGqpPi;Fpq the morphism of Fp-vector spaces
which maps p˚ij to pij˚. We infer the following diagram of discrete Fp-vector spaces:

HomEpGqpPi`1;Fpq HomEpGqpPi;Fpq HomEpGqpPi´1;Fpq

HomE pGqpPi`1;Fpq HomE pGqpPi;Fpq HomE pGqpPi´1;Fpq

gr

d˚i`1

gr gr

d˚i

δ˚i`1 δ˚i

Observe that the previous diagram is in general not commutative. Since the reso-
lution P is Koszul, we show that the previous diagram is indeed commutative. More
precisely, we show that for every i, the map d˚i is zero.
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Since di is a filtered morphism, we can write dippi,lq :“
ř

m pi´1,m

řd
k“1 αk,mXk ` ci,l

with ci,l an element of degree strictly larger than i in Pi´1, and ci,l :“
ř

m pi´1,mum. In
particular, εpumq “ 0. Consequently, we have:

d˚i pp
˚
i´1,jqppi,lq “ p˚i´1,j ˝ dippi,lq

“ p˚i´1,j

˜

ÿ

m

pi´1,m

d
ÿ

k“1

αk,mXk ` ci,l

¸

“ p˚i´1,j

˜

ÿ

m

pi´1,mp

d
ÿ

k“1

αk,mXk ` umq

¸

“ εpαk,jXk ` ujq

“ 0,

therefore we have d˚i “ 0.

3.2. Free pro-p groups. — Assume that G is a free pro-p group, then by the Magnus
isomorphism, we infer E pGq » E . Using Proposition 1, we obtain the well known result:

H‚
pGq » Ext‚E pGqpFp;Fpq “ H1

pGq.

3.3. Mild quadratic pro-p group. — In this subsubsection, we slightly improve [28,
Theorem 1.3].

From [8, Theorem 3.7], if G has a mild quadratic presentation, then E pGq is a quadratic
algebra. In fact, in the proof of [28, Theorem 1.3], Mináč-Pasini-Quadrelli-Tân showed
that the algebra E pGq is Koszul. Denote its quadratic dual by A pGq (see for instance [30,
Chapter 1, Part 2] for more details).

Corollary 3.2. — Assume that G has a mild quadratic presentation. Then H‚pGq
and E pGq are both quadratic algebras. Furthermore, we have:

H‚
pGq » A pGq.

Proof. — Since E pGq is Koszul, we can apply Proposition 1. We infer

H‚
pGq » Ext‚E pGqpFp;Fpq.

Furthermore Ext‚E pGqpFp;Fpq » A pGq. Consequently:

H‚
pGq » Ext‚E pGqpFp;Fpq » A pGq.

3.4. Pro-p Right Angled Artin Groups. — We say that GΓ is a Right Angled Artin
Group (RAAG) if GΓ admits a presentation F {SΓ where F is the abstract free group
on tx1; . . . ;xdu and SΓ is a normal subgroup of F generated by rxi;xjs for pi, jq P E.

We say that GpΓq is pro-p RAAG if GpΓq is the pro-p completion of GΓ. The pro-p
group GpΓq admits a presentation F {RΓ where F is a free pro-p group over tx1; . . . ;xdu
and RΓ is a closed normal subgroup of F generated by rxi;xjs for pi, jq P E.

The algebra H‚pGpΓqq is already known. Lorensen [20, Theorem 2.7] showed that

H‚
pGpΓqq » H‚

pGΓq.

It is also well-known, see [3], that H‚pGΓq » A pΓq. Consequently
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Theorem 3.3. — Let GpΓq be pro-p RAAG, then we have the following isomorphism:

H‚
pGpΓqq » A pΓq.

We propose another proof of Theorem 3.3.

Proposition 3.4. — Let G be a pro-p RAAG with underlying graph Γ, then we
have EpGq “ EpΓq. Therefore, we infer:

E pGq » E pΓq, and H‚
pGpΓqq » A pΓq.

Proof. — Here, we just need to observe, following notations of Proposition 1.7, that I “
∆. Then we infer, using Proposition 1.7, that EpGq “ EpΓq. From Lemma 1.4 and
Proposition 1.7, we conclude that E pGq “ E pΓq.

Consequently, E pGq is quadratic and Koszul. We finish the proof using Proposition 1.

Remark 3.5. — Observe that the Fp-vector space CΓ constructed in Subpart 2.2 does
depend only on Γ. In particular, using Remark 2.2 and Proposition 3.4, we conclude that
the filtered vector space CΓ is isomorphic to the filtered vector space EpΓq.

3.5. Prescribed and restricted ramification. — We finish this paper by showing a
more precise version (and a proof) of Theorem A:

Theorem 3.6 (Galois extensions with prescribed ramification and cohomology)
Fix Γ and lE satisfying the Condition (1). Then, there exist a totally imaginary field K

and a set T of primes in K such that GT
K, the Galois group of the maximal pro-p ex-

tension of K unramified outside p and which totally splits in T , is presented by set of
generators tx1; . . . ;xdu and set of relations lA satisfying the Condition (1).

Furthermore, there exist a quotient G of GT
K satisfying E pGq » E pΓq. In particu-

lar, H‚pGq » A pΓq.

Proof. — Take k :“ Qp
?
´pq and define kp the maximal p-extension of k unramified

outside places above p in k. From [23, Proof of Corollary 4.6] we observe that p is
coprime to the class number of k. Consequently, from [15, Theorems 11.5 and 11.8] we
infer that Gk :“ Galpkp{kq is a free pro-p group with 2 generators.

Let F be an open subgroup of Gk with index |Gk : F | larger than d. Then using
the Schreier formula (see [29, Theorem 3.3.16]), we infer that the group F is pro-p free
with d1 :“ 1 ` |Gk : F | generators. Let K be the fixed subfield of kp by F . Observe
that Kp, the maximal p-extension of K unramified outside places in K above p, is equal
to kp, and so F :“ Galpkp{Kq “ GK . We define V 1 :“ rrd` 1; d1ss.

By the Chebotarev Density Theorem (see for instance [13, Part 2]), there exists a
set of primes T :“ tpij, pvupi,jqPA,vPV 1 in K with Frobenius elements σij (resp. σv) in F
conjugated to an element lij (resp. lv) in F satisfying lij ” rxi;xjs pmod F3q (resp. lv ” xv
pmod F3q. Define RA the normal closed subgroup of GK generated by lA and lV 1 , then
we infer GT

K “ GK{RA, which is mild presented by generators tx1; . . . ;xdu and set of
relations lA satisfying the Condition (1). Introduce KT

p the maximal Galois subextension
of Kp which totally splits in T .

Define RB the closed normal subgroup of GT
K generated by images of lB :“ tluv :“

rxu;xvs; pu, vq P Bu, and KpΓq the fixed subfield of KT
p by RB. Then a presentation

of G :“ GalpKpΓq{Kq is given by F {R, where F is the free pro-p group generated
by tx1; . . . ;xdu and R is the closed normal subgroup of F generated by the family lE.
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Since lE satisfies the Condition (1), using Theorem B, we infer that

E pGq » E pΓq.

Using Proposition 1, we conclude that:

H‚
pGq » A pΓq.

Corollary 3.7. — For every integer n, there exists an integer d ą n, a totally imaginary
field K and a set T of primes in K such that the Galois group GT

K:
piq is mild on d generators,
piiq admits a quotient G presented by d generators and of cohomological dimension n.

Proof. — The case n “ 1 and n “ 2 are already well-known. The case n ě 3 is a
consequence of Theorem 3.6. We give more details below.

If n “ 1, we can take K :“ Qp
?
´pq (or the field K given in the proof of Theorem 3.6),

and T empty. Then, as showed in the proof of Theorem 3.6, the group G :“ GHK is a free
pro-p group with d “ 2 generators, so of cohomological dimension 1.

From now, we fix ΓA a graph with 3 vertices t1; 2; 3u and two edges: t1; 2u and t1; 3u.
The graph ΓA is bipartite.

If n “ 2, we take for instance Γ :“ ΓA, and we apply Theorem 3.6. Consequently we
infer a field K and a set T of primes such that the group G :“ GT

K is mild presented
by d “ 3 generators, so of cohomological dimension 2.

If n ě 3, take Γ :“ ΓA \ ΓB, where ΓB is the complete graph on n vertices. The
graph ΓA satisfies the Condition (1), has clique number n, and admits d “ n`3 vertices.
Then A pΓq has cohomological dimension n and admits d generators. We conclude with
Theorem 3.6.
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